The Bäcklund transformations between the constrained dispersionless KP hierarchy (cdKPH) and the constrained dispersionless mKP hieararchy (cdmKPH) and between the dispersionless KP hieararchy with self-consistent sources (dKPHSCS) and the dispersionless mKP hieararchy with self-consistent sources (dmKPHSCS) are constructed. The auto-Bäcklund transformations for the cdmKPH and for the dmKPHSCS are also formulated.
Introduction
The study of constrained integrable systems has attracted much attention in the last two decades (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and the references therein). It was shown that some important integrable hierarchies of (1+1)-dimensions are induced by constraints of integrable hierarchies of (2+1)-dimensions. For example, the famous AKNS hierarchy, Yajima-Oikawa (Y-O) hierarchy are results of constraints to the KP hierarchy [2, 4] while the Kaup-Broer hierarchy is a result of constraint to the mKP hierarchy [2] . Some integrable properties of the constrained hierarchies, such as the Lax representations, bi-Hamiltonian structures etc. can be inherited from those of the original hierarchies. So the constraint offers us a bridge connecting integrable hierarchies of higher dimensions to those of lower dimensions.
The soliton equations with self-consistent sources (SESCS) are important integrable models in many fields of physics, such as hydrodynamics, state physics, plasma physics, etc (see [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and the references therein). For example, the KP equation with self-consistent sources (KPESCS) describes the interaction of a long wave with a short-wave packet propagating on the x,y plane at an angle to each other [6] . In our general approach proposed recently in [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , the constrained integrable hierarchy may be regarded as the stationary system of the corresponding integrable hierarchy with self-consistent sources. From this observation, the integrable hierarchies with self-consistent sources and their Lax representations can be constructed from the corresponding constrained integrable hierarchies. The KP hierarchy with self-consistent sources (KPHSCS) and the modified KP hierarchy with self-consistent sources (mKPHSCS) are constructed in this way and their interesting solutions are obtained via generalized Darboux transformation [13, 14] . In this sense, the soliton hierarchies with self-consistent sources may be viewed as integrable generalizations of the original soliton hierarchies.
Bäcklund transformation is a powerful tool to investigate the soliton hierarchies. The (2+1) dimensional Bäcklund transformations employed were constructed by the so-called Dressing Method based on appropriate gauge transformation [19] . This dressing approach had been earlier used to construct auto-Bäcklund transformations for the KP, two-dimensional three wave and Davey-Stewartson equations in turn [18] . Konopelchenko, Oevel et al extended this method to investigate some important 2+1 dimensional integrable hierarchies constructed in the framework of Sato theory, such as the KP hierarchy, the mKP hierarchy and the Dym hierarchy [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Also, gauge transformations are applicable to investigate the constrained KP and mKP hierarchies [2, 24, 26, 27] . Lately, utilizing eigenfunctions and adjoint eigenfunctions, we developed this idea to construct several types of auto-Bäcklund transformations for the KPHSCS and mKPHSCS respectively. The Bäcklund transformations from the KPHSCS to mKPHSCS are also constructed in this way [17] .
Recently, we proposed a new method to construct the constrained dispersionless hierarchies by means of the quasiclassical limit of the squared eigenfunction symmetry constraint of the corresponding dispersionfull hierarchies [15, 16] . The constrained dispersionless KP hierarchy (cdKPH) and mKP hierarchy (cdmKPH) are constructed in this way in [15, 16] and we find that the original dispersionless hierarchies of (2+1)-dimensions are decomposed into two commutative (1+1)-dimensional hierarchies of hydrodynamical type which offers us a new approach to study the dispersionless hierarchies of (2+1)-dimensions. The corresponding dispersionless hierarchies with self-consistent sources together with their associated conservation equations are also obtained therefore which can be solved by the hodograph reduction method. Based on these facts, the dispersionless hierarchies with self-consistent sources may be viewed as integrable generalizations of the original dispersionless hierarchies. In contrast with the dispersionfull case, the connections between these constrained dispersionless hierarchies and dispersionless hierarchies with self-consistent sources have not been studied yet. It is attractive for us to reveal the hidden relations between these dispersionless hierarchies. Compared to the dressing operation to the Sato operators for the dispersionfull hierarchies, a 'dressing' operation to the Sato functions for the dispersionless hierarchies [28, 29] is used here. Motivated by the Bäcklund transformation between dKP and dmKP hierarchies proposed by Chang and Tu [29] , we succeed to construct the Bäcklund transformations between cdKPH and cdmKPH and between dKPHSCS and dmKPHSCS respectively. The auto-Bäcklund transformations for cdmKPH and for dmKPHSCS are also constructed. The Bäcklund transformations between relevant dispersionless hierarchies reveal the intimate relations between them and the auto-Bäcklund transformations for cdmKPH and dmKPHSCS reveal the 'gauge' invariance of them.
The paper will be organized as follows. In section 2, we review the definitions of the cdKPH, dKPHSCS and cdmKPH, dKPHSCS respectively. In section 3, the Bäcklund transformations from cdKPH to cdmKPH and from dKPHSCS to dmKPHSCS are constructed. The auto-Bäcklund transformations for cdmKPH and dmKPHSCS are formulated respectively in Section 4.
2 The constrained dispersionless hierarchies and dispersionless hierarchies with self-consistent sources 1. cdKPH and dKPHSCS. The dispersionless KP hierarchy is defined as
where the Sato function K is given by
with T = (T 1 = X, T 2 , · · · ) and the Poisson bracket is defined as
3)
The Sato function K (2.2) has a type of constraint as
where α i , β i satisfy
5a)
. It is shown in [15] that the constrained Sato function K n (2.4) can be obtained by the quasiclassical limit to the constrained Sato operator for the KP hierarchy. The constrained disperionless KP hierarchy (cdKPH) is [15] (
6b)
Requiring m < n, the dKP hierarchy with self-consistent sources (dKPHSCS) is defined by [15] (
7b)
The conservation equations (or equations of Hamilton-Jacobi type) for the dKPHSCS (2.7)
i.e., under (2.7b) and (2.7c), the compatibility of (2.8a) and (2.8b) will give (2.7a). For example, when m = 2, n = 3, (2.4) becomes
and (2.7) turns into the dKP equation with self-consistent sources (dKPESCS) (U 2 is eliminated by U 2,X = 1 2
2. The cmdKPH and dmKPHSCS. Given the Sato function as
the dispersionless mKP hierarchy is defined as
As shown in [16] , the quasiclassical limit to the constrained Sato operator for the mKP hierarchy will give rise to the constrained Sato function L n for the dispersionless mKP hierarchy as
where a i , p i satisfy
The constrained dispersionless mKP hierarchy (cdmKPH) is defined as [16] (
When adding the term (Q k ) Tn to the right hand side of (2.14a) and requiring k < n, we will obtain the dmKP hierarchy with self-consistent sources (dmKPHSCS) as [16] (
It is not difficult to prove that under (2.15b) and (2.15c), the equation (2.15a) will be obtained by the compatibility of the following conservation equations
For example, when k = 2, n = 3,
15) becomes the dmKP equation with self-consistent sources (dmKPESCS) (Y = T
2 , T = T 3 , V = V 0 and V 1 is eliminated by V 1,X = 3 2 V 0,Y − 3 2 (V 2 0 ) X ) [16] 2V T − 3 2 D −1 X (V Y Y ) − 3V X D −1 X (V Y ) + 3V 2 V X − 2 N i=1 ( a i p i ) X = 0, (2.17a) a i,Y = 2[a i (p i + V )] X , (2.17b) p i,Y = (p 2 i + 2V p i ) X , i = 1, ..., N. (2.17c)
Bäcklund transformations from cdKPH to cdmKPH and from dKPHSCS to dmKPHSCS
Given φ(T ), an arbitrary function of T = (T 1 = X, T 2 , · · · ) and a function µ(p, T ) as
we define [28, 29] 
where the Poisson bracket is defined by (2.3). A simple calculation shows
Theorem 3.1 (Bäcklund transformation from cdKPH to cdmKPH) Let K n of (2.4) satisfy the cdKPH (2.6). φ is a function of T satisfying
where a i = −α i , p i = β i − φ X will satisfy the cdmKPH (2.14).
Proof:
From Lemma 4.1 and (3.9), we can see that
i.e., L n , a i , p i satisfy the cdmKPH (2.14).
This completes the proof.
Theorem 3.2 (Bäcklund transformation from dKPHSCS to dmKPHSCS)
Let K n of (2.4) satisfy the dKPHSCS (2.7) and p satisfy the corresponding conservation equations (2.8). φ is a function of T satisfying
where
15).
So as proved in Theorem 4.1, a i , p i , i = 1, · · · , N will satisfy (2.15b) and (2.15c) respectively. Similarly we can provep satisfies (2.16a).
sop satisfies (2.16b ). This completes the proof. 
Define q = φ X , then q satisfies the following equations of hydrodynamical type
The solution of (3.16) can be determined by the hodograph equation 17) where 
We will obtain a solution of the dmKPESCS (2.17) as V = q, a i = −1 and p i = −q, i = 1, · · · , N with q satisfies (3.18).
4 Auto-Bäcklund transformations for cdmKPH and for dmKPHSCS Theorem 4.1 (Auto-Bäcklund transformation for cdmKPH) Let L n of (2.12) satisfy the cdmKPH (2.14). φ is a function of T satisfying
whereã i = a i ,p i = p i − φ X will also satisfy the cdmKPH (2.14).
Furthermore, we havẽ
Let L n of (2.12) satisfy the dmKPHSCS (2.15) and p satisfy the corresponding conservation equations (2.16). φ is a function of T satisfying
n will also satisfy the dmKPHSCS (2.15).
So as proved in Theorem 4.1,ã i ,p i , i = 1, · · · , N will satisfy (2.15b) and (2.15c) respectively w.r.t.L n . Similarly we can provep satisfies (2.16a) w.r.t.L n . This completes the proof. where F (q) is an arbitrary function of q.
